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Volunteers have become a kind of social phenomenon.The role of volunteers in
modern society has become more and more prominent.The general assembly of the
United Nations announced:”the first year of twenty-first Century is the International
Year of volunteers" in December 1997.The volunteers have played an indispensable
role whether in the western or eastern countries.With the rapid development of
China,the Volunteer organization play a role as the Regulation mechanism to make up
for the deficiencies between the market mechanism and the government
mechanism.The volunteer activities bring the value-”I for all,all for me”into the
modern society,which is generally accepted by everyone.
This paper studies on the relationship between the incentive of non-profit
organization and volunteers’ motivation,based on the data from investigation of
Shenzhen Volunteer Association .
What is the main motivation of volunteers in the volunteer activities?How to use
the motivation of volunteers to reduce the flow of volunteers?How to explore the
potential of volunteers?What achievements the volunteers can get in the volunteer
activities?
This paper collects the domestic and foreign related literature on volunteer
motivation and the incentive of non-profit organization to explain the concept of
volunteer,non-profit organization and incentive of non-profit organization firstly.Then
the paper uses the method of documentary,interview and quantitative analysis to
analyze then relationship between the incentive of non-profit organization and
volunteers’ motivation.Lastly,in according to the results of analysis,the paper put
forward the question and related suggestions.
The full text is divided into six parts.The first part is all about














second part is literature reviewing and basic theories.The third part is the
research design.The forth part is mainly about analysis.The fifth part is problems and
suggestions.The last part is conclusion.
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